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Comment on INFLATION,PERSONAL
TAXES,AND REAL
OUTPUT:A DYNAMICANALYSIS,by Finn E. Kydland
When Bill Gavin asked me to discuss the Altig-Carlstrom(hereafterAC) paper, he
said he was looking for the perspective of real business cycle theory. While I am
happyto oblige in that respect, I could also referto the first study of the role of real
shocks with which 1 was involved (Kydlandand Prescott 1980). This was before we
thought we could get away with not having monetaryshocks in a business cycle
model, so the perspective is more balanced. At one point we conclude, based on a
few numericalsteady-stateexercises (p. 174): "Moresurprising,at least to us, is the
large effect that changes in anticipatedfuture inflation rates have upon the capital
stock. A change in the averageinflationratefrom zero to 7 percentmore thanofEsets
the effect of a 10 percent investmenttax credit, at least for the assumed parameter
values. The increase in the averageinflationrate that occurredin the seventies may
be the principalcause of the low rates of capital accumulationin recent years." I
may add that the main mechanism through which inflation played a role for real
aggregates in those exercises was through changes in the real value of capitalconsumptionallowances for tax purposes. I suppose in those days we also had some
faith in the role of money for the business cycle. That faith has waned over the
years. On the otherhand, I have always been sympatheticto the notion that, at least
for growth, inflation may be a factor of some importancethroughinteractionwith
the fiscal tax system. I believe we know little about the role such factors play at
cyclical frequencies, and I think this is a very interestingpaper on that subject.
The question stated as that to be addressedis (p. 548): "Whatconsequences do
interactionsbetween inflation and the nominal taxationof capital income have for
the cyclical behaviorof the macroeconomy?"To addressthat question, AC had to
choose an appropriatemodel economy. Their choice appearsreasonable, given the
propagationmechanism they wish to study. In their theory, inflation plays a role
partly through bracket creep that results, under a progressive tax system, from
overstatingcapital income for tax purposes. This featuremay affect people differently at different stages of their life cycle. Thus, a model environmentin which
people work for fifty-five years, and in which there are that many overlapping
generations, is an a priori reasonableone, assuming it is tractable.
One of the messages of Auerbach and Kotlikoff's (1987) pathbreakingbook is
that such models are computationallyfeasible. We now are beginning to see others
follow their lead and use model environmentsof that type, especially for questions
for which heterogeneitymay play a significantrole. An example is the recentpaper
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by Rios-Rull (1990), who studies the implications for aggregate fluctuations of
differencesin skill distributionsover the life cycle and over the business cycle. He
makes a quadratic approximationof the economy and then computes the equilibrium for the resulting approximatedstochastic economy. The computationof
equilibriumis time-consuming, but the subsequentsimulations are cheap. AC, in
contrast, use equilibriumconditions undercertainty.Their simulationsare obtained
as follows. In every time period a shock occurs. The decision at that point is the
first-periodpartof the path undercertaintyfrom that point towardthe steady state.
Next period, the state of the economy, includingthe capital stock, has been updated
and a new shock occurs. The same procedureis repeatedfor the requirednumberof
time periods. This method surely is fasterthan Rios-Rull's (assumingthe numberof
simulationsis not extremelylarge), but it remainsan open questionhow accuratethe
approximationis and whether its use could affect any of the answers.
This paper complements recent researchwhose aim is to investigate the role of
tax policy for cyclical behavior. Examples are Braun (1988), Chang (1988), and
McGrattan(1988). In these papers, the representativeconsumer version of neoclassical growth theory is used as the model environment. Chang, for instance,
distinguishes between the differentialroles of tax policies for investment in structures and equipment. Inflation is not incorporatedin the model, but makes a difference in the data she uses throughits effect on effective real tax rates. The work
that perhapscomes closest in scope to AC is in Chang (1990). Here, she introduces
variationsin money growth with associated changes in inflation, and considers the
interactionbetween inflationpolicy and the fiscal tax system. The way in which that
happensis differentfrom AC and the focus is on taxationof capital as well as labor
income.

In the following, I shall comment more directlyon the paper.My conclusion will
be that this is a promising start, but it is surely not the last word on the role of
inflation, or, more generally, monetarychanges, for the business cycle. I suspect
that we are likely eventually to find that inflation plays a substantiallygreaterrole
than this paper indicates.
Detrending
In contrastingthe propertiesof a model economy with those of the U.S. economy
when the question at hand is relatedto cyclical behavior,it is often useful to detrend
time series, resulting in series that one can think of as the cyclical componentsof
those series. AC make the surprisingchoice of detrendingper capita real GNP,
consumption, investment, capital stock, and average productivityaccording to a
common trend-growthrate, namely that of consumption.This choice possibly detracts from the clarity of the findings. The problemcan be seen in Figure 1. Here,
the detrendedcapital stock stays well below the trendfor abouta decade. Then, in a
matterof about five years, it shoots up to well above the trend and basically stays
there for the remainingtwenty years or so of the sample period. The problem for
some uses is that, in computingcorrelationsbetween series detrendedthat way, the
correlationsmay be dominatedby behaviorthat few would associate with businesscycle frequencies.
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An alternativedetrendingmethodis the Hodrick-Prescott(1980) filter. One of the
argumentsthat can be made for its reasonableness is that the resulting trend is
similar to the smooth curve that most students of the business cycle would draw
through the picture of the raw series. The curve for the capital stock in Figure 1
clearly does not satisfy that criterion. On the other hand, the picture suggests that
alternativedetrending methods would not change the sign of the correlation, although the propertythat capital is more highly correlatedwith inflationthan investment is may be reversed. Indeed, the HP filter yields a capital-inflationcorrelation
of about 0.45, which is larger than that between inflation and investment.
Since we do not have pictures of all the variables, it is not clear what the
detrending method does to the other aggregates, or what happens to per capita
hours, for example, which here has not been detrended.For investmentand hours,
the HP filter produces much larger contemporaneouscorrelationswith outputthan
those presentedin Table 1, while for productivityit is smaller.
One may argue that problems of the type discussed above do not affect the
comparisonbetween the model and the data so long as the same detrendingmethod
is used for the time series from the model and the data. A problemwith interpretation may arise, however, if, because of the detrending method, a considerable
amountof movement is left that takes place at lower than business-cycle frequencies, but the model does not include anythingto account for such behavior.Therefore, uncertaintyremains in my mind regardingthe degree of confidence one can
attributeto some of the reportedfindings.
Calibration
A majorreason for using an overlappinggenerationsframeworkis to permitthe
human capital of workers to change over their lifetimes. In this model, a generation's skills evolve exogenously. The assumedpatternof productivityendowmentis
given at the bottomof Table2. It is hump-shapedwith a peak in year 25. Its value in
that year is only 8.3 percenthigher than in year one. Furthermore,in the last seven
years it drops to as much as 5.4 percentbelow the value in year one. This pattern,
which appears much too flat, contrasts with that used by Rios-Rull (1990), who
computed it directly from CPS data. His highest value is 78 percentlargerthan in
year one, and the value in period fifty-five still is 15 percentlargerthan in the first
year.
There is evidence for the United States that the cyclical behavior of the labor
input is very differentfrom that of aggregatehours of work (Kydlandand Prescott
1989). It would be interestingto know whether the model captures some of that
difference. Given how little volatility in hours the model produces, however, the
labor-inputvolatility probablycould not be much lower.
In my comments at the conference, I was worriedthat, with growth in per capita
output, the depreciationrate of 10 percentwas too high, resultingin a capital-output
ratio that was too low. In the revised draft, AC mentionthat they have removed the
average growth in the Solow-residualprocess, evidently to avoid the problem that
the model produces a trend in per capita hours, which in the data are essentially
without trend. I do not think, however, that this is the preferredway of taking care
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of the problem of a trend in per capita hours. As shown in Kydland(1984), within
the class of CES utility functions, the special case of unitaryelasticity is the one
consistent with constant steady-statehours. It seems to me that the appropriateway
to proceed is not to remove per capita growth, but to abandonthe intratemporally
separableutility function stated in equation (l). I cannot see that their assumption
buys anything computationally.They do assume larger intertemporalelasticity of
substitutionin leisure thanin consumption,but alternativeutility specificationshave
that property while still being consistent with nearly constant long-run per capita
hours.
Findings
The main finding is that the model featureemphasized in this paper contributes
little to aggregatefluctuations.There is almost no difference in the behaviorof the
capital stock with and without taxes or for flat versus progressivetaxes. This could
change if features such as those considered by Chang (l990) are included. They
give a more direct kick to capital accumulation.There is a slightly largerdifference
in the movementof hoursof work. But even this differenceis really quite small. The
main one is to lower the correlationof hourswith the cycle, and the perceivedneed
for this change simply may be a reflection of a misleading detrendingmethod. As
Figure4 indicates, the model produceslittle variabilityin hours. To what extent the
flat life-cycle human-capitalpatternis a factor here remains an open question.
A majordiscrepancyin the experimentsrelative to the U.S. statistics in Table l
are the large contemporaneouscorrelationsbetween the capital stock and output. I
already have mentioned the low correlations between hours and output. These
relative magnitudes of comovements between the inputs and output are just the
opposite of what we see in the data whether detrendedas in AC or using the HP
filter.
Exogenous to the model is an estimated second-orderautoregressiveprocess for
inflation defined as changes in the CPI. The model does not include money explicitly. A real business-cycle model with money can have considerableprice-level
volatilityeven with steady money growth. In addition,then, therecould be inflation
fluctuationsassociated with variationsover time in the growthof the money stock.
AC do not distinguish between these sources of measuredinflation variation This
may account for the finding that led them to suggest that "the positive correlation
between capital and inflation is not due to inflation per se but because of the
relationshipbetween inflation and the Solow residual."A propertyof postwarU.S.
data, which is consistent with real business-cycle theory and with the magnitudesof
the capital-inflationcorrelation mentioned earlier, is that both capital stock and
inflation lag the cycle by one to two years. Includingmoney explicitly would make
it easier to account for these two sources of measured inflation and presumably
provide a better model environmentfor studying its role in many contexts.
Concluding Remarks
This paper representsa fine effort directed toward obtaining answers to a very
interestingtype of question that deals with the interactionbetween monetarypolicy,
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as reflected in differentinflationaryenvironments,and the fiscal tax system. This is
an area of research that l think will attractmany researchersin the near future.
Furthermore,along with Auerbachand Kotlikoff (1987) and Rios-Rull (1990), the
paper demonstratesthe tractabilityof applying these kinds of models that incorporate heterogeneityin interestingways, which can be importantfor many questions.
Focusing on one particularsource of interactionbetween inflationand the fiscal tax
structurehas the advantage of bringing out clearly what this feature does quantitativelyto aggregatefluctuations.This exercise is interestingwhetherthe resulting
quantitative magnitudes are large or, as in this case, small. Thus, we learn a
considerableamounteven though the authorshave not yet includedthe featuresthat
1 think carrythe greatestpotentialfor generatinga role of inflation for the business
cycle.
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